
Automating scorecard and highlight

coaching needs

Build a 360-degree view of the

customer journey

Measure customer emotion

Ensure regulatory compliance

Identify sales opportunities

React quickly to competitor offers

Evaluate the performance of

marketing campaigns

Streamline processes

Understand and analyze voice interactions with your
customers automatically. Combining words with sentiment and emotion,
results in a true understanding of the voice of the customer and improves
customer service. 

Enable your business to analyze 100% of calls to unmask
customer insights and improve contact center performance in the cloud

AAwaken Conversations transcribes customer/agent conversations,
applies categories automatically to understand meaning, sentiment,
emotion and more. 

Create scorecards, filter calls, understand reasons for contact by
defining your own metrics to monitor, making it easy to identify
positive/negative engagements automatically. Empowering your quality
assurance team to see a holistic picture of the contact center to really
make a difference.

Automatically score agents on
pre - defined customizable
scorecards

Unlock operational efficiency
gains of over 85% while
increasing sales output by up to
25% through actionable insights

67% time saving of QA staff as
they only need to listen to
outlier calls flagged
automatically by the system

Create categories to flag calls
mentioning certain words or
phrases.

 Ability to filter via fuzzy search

Understand emotions of your
customers for different calls

Filter by reasons for contact

Improve your QA from day 1 by
screening all your customer calls
for compliance

Detect vulnerable customers,
required statements
occurrences and pressure selling
while at the same time being
DSS and PCI compliant
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Key Use Cases

Voice Analytics

Deliver exceptional customer experiences and
gain competitive advantage with Awaken Conversations



Up to 100% Compliance by default on all your channels

Understanding of the behavioral attitudes of your agents helping QA
and team managers to support, train and nurture your staff

Deliver QA on all your customer calls enabling your QA resources time to
be freed up to focus on improving efficiencies

Quality Assurance that drives positive customer experience
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Compliance

Brand 
Sentiment

Customer
 Service

Quality Assurance that drives quality, understands the voice
of the customer and provides actionable insights 

Why Awaken?

At Awaken: we help our clients to transform their customer experience by connecting the entire customer journey
with analytics, giving you the insights you need to act and drive positive outcomes. Our software has been designed
and architected by seasoned customer service professionals, so you not only get a technically excellent solution, but
one that has been built from the ground up by Contact Center experts. Our cloud-based software solutions
deliver actionable intelligence to improve the customer experience and increase profits.

We know that you can never truly understand the value of a platform without seeing it action, so put us to the test! 
Simply, send us one of your scripts. We'll take it away to model it and present it back to you, free of charge. 

Send your script to a member of the team at: hi@awaken. io 

Take a free taster


